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Systems
By combining a unique physical
design with advanced digital
signal processing,
StudioLive AI CoActual
loudspeaker systems are
the first to achieve
recording studio monitor
sound quality in small
to medium live venues.

The
CoActual
approach
to better
speaker
design.

Y

ou want all of your audience to hear the
same accurate sound.
This is difficult with any speaker
whose midrange is split and
emanates from different places
on the front of the box.
Our CoActual transducer
positions treble and midrange
and on the same axis.
So vocal and instrumental
sounds coherently arrive at your listeners’ ears
all at the same time. They experience a welldefined, panoramic stereo image with stunningly
realistic voices and musical instruments.

The new CoActual driver
uses a single magnet
structure, shared by the
midrange/woofer and
compression driver. This
results in a much more
compact, lightweight
assembly that keeps
the compression-driver
diaphragm located in close
proximity to the larger cone
voicecoil.
A purpose-built, highfrequency horn is used for
high frequency pattern

control and also to keep
the HF energy off of the
woofer cone. This allows the
StudioLive AI PA to remain
sonically stable at high
levels.
The crossover overlaps
the HF horn and woofer,
allowing the compression
driver to fill in the woofer
frequency range that is
shadowed by the horn.
TQ™ processing allows the
compression driver to work
at lower frequencies without
sonic artifacts.

The woofer’s larger
radiating surface works in
conjunction with the HF
horn to improve directional
control at the bottom of
the horn’s operating range.
This increases directional
control beyond what can be
accomplished by the horn
alone.
At the low-frequency
end of its range, a
conventional coaxial horn
“leaks” sound back onto the
woofer cone. This reflects

forward, out of time, and
produces tonal colorations
that don’t respond to
conventional EQ.
TQ™ eliminates these
colorations, thereby
removing one of the
primary shortcomings
of conventional coaxial
designs. The result is
extremely accurate
transient reproduction,
making the speaker less
subject to intermodulation
distortion.

When we claim studio monitor sound
quality in a PA speaker, we know what
we’re talking about. This is our highlyrespected Sceptre™ studio monitor.
Same CoActual™ design and TQ™
processing.

The most
processing
power
ever built
into a PA
speaker.
And more.
StudioLive AI-Series
loudspeakers were tuned
by master speaker designer
Dave Gunness using Fulcrum Acoustic’s trade-marked
Temporal Equalization™ algorithms. Previously possible only
using powerful outboard rack processors, TQ™ is used to
manage horn reflections, linear time and amplitude anomalies
correction, performance contouring, and dynamic and
excursion limiting.
StudioLive AI’s advanced 24-bit, 96kHz floating point
digital processing is accomplished with a 456 MHz OMAP
computer chip, the same computer that powers our
StudioLive AI mixers. This monster DSP is required to run
Temporal Equalization, which relies on a fully addressable,
large FIR Filter that allows for more detailed frequency
response and time-domain adjustments.
The result is a coaxial speaker system with:
•• Crisper stereo image
•• Greater soundstage depth
•• More separation between complex mix components
•• Increased resistance to feedback
•• More seamless transitions between
distributed loudspeakers
•• Less fatiguing listening experience at very high SPLs
•• Exceptional clarity and coherence

Why aren’t these filters used on all speakers? Well,
FIR Filters are extremely processor-intensive and need a
computer that’s up to the job; like the one used in every
Active Integration product.
The powerful onboard
DSP lets us retune the
speaker for different
applications. Normal setting
is great for just about any
application, but there’s
also a Low Bit Rate, or LBR
Source, setting that compensates for the brittle quality of
digital compressed audio, like MP3s. We’ve also added a
Floor Monitor contour to use when your loudspeakers are
used as stage wedges. This setting limits the effects of halfspace loading and provides higher gain before feedback and
more vocal presence.
Besides the uncolored response and exceptionally
crisp transient response,coaxial-speaker coherence
alignment, and performance contouring provided by TQ™,
24-bit floating point, 96 kHz DSP also lets us include an
asymmetric three-way crossover, temperature and overvoltage protection, and excursion limiting.

O

nly StudioLive loudspeakers have a powerful
465 MHz OMAP computer CPU built in.
First and foremost, it lets us take advantage
of Fulcrum Acoustic™’s magical — but very
processor-intensive — Temporal Equalization
technology.
TQ enables a crisper stereo image,
greater soundstage depth, more
separation between components in a
complex mix, increased resistance to feedback,
and less fatiguing listening at high sound levels.
The on-board computer also provides
wireless and wired remote control via SL Room
Control,software updates, Dante™
option card, and a host of other
benefits never before possible in
a PA loudspeaker.

SL Room Contro l for
iPad , Mac®, and
Windows® : Set-u p,
control and mon itoring
made simple.
®

The robust onboard CPU in all StudioLive AI speakers also
makes possible an extensive set of control features for
customizing and optimizing the system and for monitoring and
fine-tuning performance in real time.
Since system EQ can be set up per speaker, independently
of a mixer, mixer output EQs are freed up for other uses.
SL Room Control software for Mac OS X, Windows, and
iPad provides each full-range speaker and groups of speakers
with wired and wireless remote control of a variety of
features.
Remote control
•• DSP contours
•• 100 Hz highpass filter
Network setup wizard
•• Network scanning automatically
detects connected speakers
•• Network browser
Continuous Performance monitoring over:
•• Excursion limiting
•• Real-time temperature
•• ADC clip detection
•• Power-amp soft limiting

Group speaker management
•• Group level control
•• 31-band graphic EQ
•• Store/load graphic EQ presets
•• Speaker-group browser
•• Store multiple speaker groups together
•• Custom labels for each speaker and group

Individual speaker DSP settings:
•• 8-band parametric EQ
•• 8 notch filters
•• Speaker delay (up to 500 ms)
•• Mute and solo
•• Level
Settings are automatically stored in the User Layer onboard
each loudspeaker for use away from SL Room Control.

U

ntil now, only large-scale speaker
systems could have the benefit of
constant interaction with the operator.
StudioLive’s on-board computer and SL
Room Control software make possible a wide
range of performance functions.
Set up speaker groups and adjust group
levels, mutes and equalization.
Adjust individual speaker delay,
parametric equalization, notch filters, mute,
solo and levels.
We’ve made these functions simple and
intuitive so that you don’t have to be an
experienced professional to get the most
from your StudioLive AI CoActual system.

A 1000-watt subwoofer
that’s as smart as our
fullrange speakers
further enhances sonic
accuracy of the system.

T

he matching 18sAI subwoofer
integrates with StudioLive
fullrange speakers in ways that
have never before been possible in
compact speaker systems. That’s
because it uses the same powerful
OMAP computer.
The fullrange speakers can
dynamically tune themselves so that
they blend seamlessly with 18sAI.
This creates a true 4-way system,
previously only possible with large array systems and and
extensive outboard processing equipment.
In addition, the 18sAI can digitally compensate for its
position relative to the main AI system, so that low bass
arrives at your listeners’ ears at exactly the same time as
treble, midrange and mid-bass.
The result is audibly better than competitive
systems that merely add on a subwoofer.
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With most 4-way systems,
leaving frequency content
below 100 Hz in the fullrange loudspeaker can
introduce destructive
cancellations between the
lowest part of the full-range
frequency response and
the highest part of the
subwoofer’s response.
StudioLive AI-series
loudspeakers are designed
to avoid this problem when
combined with an 18sAI
subwoofer.

Each full-range model
has been phase- and timealigned to pair with the
18sAI subwoofer. What
makes the AI system so
unique is that it retunes
itself dynamically. Again,
this takes a monster DSP
because it has to be able
to quickly load completely
different tunings at the
press of a button. When you
change a DSP contour or
engage the High Pass Filter
on the full range model,
the speaker will mute
momentarily.

That’s because under
the hood the FIR filters are
changing not only so that it
has the best response for
the selected application
but also so that it remains
phase- and time-aligned
within a 4-way system. And
when all the components
of a 4-way system are in
phase- and time-alignment,
they work together instead
of against each other to
deliver the tightest bass
response possible.

312AI

315AI

328AI

328AI

15.7" 15.7"
398 mm 398 mm

Optional Dante networking.
29.13" 29.13"
739 mm 739 mm

14.29" 14.29"
363 mm 363 mm

315AI
●● 2,000 watts triamped Class D

Pascal amplification
●● Universal switch mode power supply
with power-factor correction
●● 24-bit floating point, 96 kHz
DSP with asymmetric three-way
crossover; Fulcrum Temporal
Equalization™ for uncolored
response and exceptionally
crisp transient response,coaxialspeaker coherence alignment,
and performance contouring;
temperature and over-voltage
protection; excursion limiting
●● Wireless and wired control over
output level, DSP presets, and
much more with SL Room Control
for iPad, Mac OS X, and Windows

●● Three DSP contours
●● 100 Hz highpass filter
●● XMAX™ mic preamp with

24" 24"
600.6 mm
600.6 mm
26" 26"
660 mm660 mm

15V phantom power

●● Balanced, combo line

input with attenuation
●● Audio mix output
●● Speaker attenuation control
●● USB port for use with included USB
Wi-Fi module and firmware updates
●● Etherconn connection
for wired control
●● Comfortable, ergonomic handles
●● Integrated M10 fly points
and pole mount
●● Optional Dante networking card

21.8" 21.8"
554 mm554 mm

312AI

19" 19"
483 mm483 mm
23.8" 23.8"
604 mm604 mm

20" 20"
508 mm508 mm

328AI/315AI/312AI rear panel

●● Stereo line inputs (XLR-¼” combo)
●● Stereo line throughputs (XLR)
●● Speaker level control

18sAI

StudioLive AI CoActual Series

(-12 dB to +12 dB)

●● Mono Sum option sends summed

signal to both outputs

Model

HF/MR transducer LF transducer Power

328AI

8" CoActual with

2 x 8" Ferrite

315AI

8" CoActual with

312AI
18sAI

●● USB port for use with included USB

Wi-Fi module and firmware update

●● Ethercon connection

●● 1,000 watt Class D amplifier
●● Universal switch mode power supply

with power-factor correction
●● 24-bit floating point, 96 kHz DSP
●● Temperature and overvoltage protection
●● Excursion Limiting
●● Wireless and wired networking
with control over output level, user
adjustable contours, and more
with SL Room Control software.
●● 135 dB max SPL @ 1m
●● Custom-designed, 18"
Ferrite woofer

for wired control
●● Polarity invert
●● Three onboard delay presets:
••0m – Full-range speaker
on sub pole
••1m – Full-range speaker
on speaker stand
••2m – Full-range speaker on stage
●● Two operation modes:
••Normal – live performance
••Extended LF – fatter low end
●● Custom user preset for use
with SL Room Control
●● Comfortable, ergonomic handles
●● Integrated, threaded
pole-insert socket
●● Optional Dante networking card

The SL-Dante-SPK upgrade option card houses one Ethercon connection
for Dante™ audio networking and remote control via SL Room Control.
It offers two Dante Transmit and two Receive channels and operates at
48 kHz.
Dante-enabled StudioLive AI-series loudspeakers allow users to
create a complete, networked audio system with any Dante-enabled
mixer using a standard 1 GB Ethernet switch and Audinate’s Dante
digital-media networking technology, which offers self-configuring, true
plug-and-play digital audio networking.
Users can also connect non-Dante mixers, such as a first-generation
StudioLive, to the analog inputs of a Dante-equipped AI loudspeaker and
then broadcast the signal over the Dante network using CAT5 cables.
This makes Dante-enabled StudioLive AI an ideal solution for large frontof-house systems.

18sAI rear control panel

Maximum SPL

tiltable

2000 W

133dB SPL @1m

yes

15” Ferrite

2000 W

131dB SPL @1m

—

8" CoActual with

12” Ferrite

2000 W

131dB SPL @1m

yes

—

18" Ferrite

1000 W

135dB SPL @1m

—

integrated 1.5" horn
compression driver

integrated 1.5" horn
compression driver
integrated 1.5" horn
compression driver

18sAI
24" 24"
610 mm
610 mm

21.6" 21.6"
554 mm
554 mm
26" 26"
670 mm
670 mm

Dust covers,
pole mounts
and sub dolly
are available.

StudioLive™
AI CoActual™
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Systems

Need more information?
Excruciatingly complete
Contractor Data Sheets and
Architects’ and Engineering
Specifications are available
at www.presonus.com
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Looking for equally accurate array
systems for larger-sized venues?
We’re proud to announce that
WorxAudio Technologies has
joined the PreSonus family.

